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Your partner in Telecommunications

HELPING YOUR TEAM
CONNECT WITH
INNOVATION
Content to support research in network
communications and virtualization,
cloud computing, IoT and Cybersecurity.
With Springer Nature, you are equipped to
innovate, problem-solve, and better serve
your customers while staying a step ahead
of the competition.
•
•
•

Experts in the field provide research, content and market related support
Access to leading scientific journals, eBooks and databases plus the leading proceedings
series Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS)
Tailored to your needs, giving your team access to the specific content they need to enable
innovation in technology and product development
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Helping your team connect with innovation
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Your Partner in
Telecommunications
Accelerating innovation, protecting and developing patents/IP, and
staying competitive are just some of the major challenges facing
telecomm companies. One of the best ways to to address those
challenges is through access to current research. Partner with
Springer Nature to ensure your team gets the support they need –
from engineers to information professionals.
Product development, publishing and business models are user-led, ensuring that we
can continue to meet the changing needs of your researchers and professionals. That’s
why we work closely with our customers. Not only sharing ideas, but also discussing
development to gain insights into how Springer Nature can offer more flexibility. We do
this through our advisory board meetings, summit meetings and one-on-one account
visits.
	Meet and understand the
needs of our partner
organizations and customers
	Make content easily
discoverable and accessible

	Actively involve our partners
and customers in feedback
and new products
Optimize our content solutions

Optimize your workflow
by integrating our content
Assisting you in solving technology challenges through content
resources that enable development and innovation in key research
areas such as security, connectivity, speed, high-bandwidth
applications, cloud computing, video, gaming, cable, television,
hacking, malware, M2M communications, BYOD in the workplace,
data protection, consumer privacy, mobile payments, wireless
communications, optical networks, low power design, virtualization,
5G, internet of things, and much more.
Springer Nature provides content for everyone working in the industry, whether in ways
to maintain and protect your current systems, or creating new ways to work. We deliver
content that will help your team solve problems, and develop new solutions.
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Supporting all aspects of
your work
Design & Develop

Objective

Testing

Manufacture/Production

Discover what others have done
when faced with similar
development and engineering
challenges and ensure your
innovation is keeping pace with the
latest developments.

Need to ensure the optimal testing
method is employed. Find out how
others have tested similar designs and
discover datasets which provide
context to your analysis.

Achieve an effective and efficient
process based on the latest digital
and automated technology.

Journals

Journals articles are the result of
in-depth studies and strong peer
review process. They provide
detailed and high quality
information on new engineering
principles and applications.

Journals feature the newest test
methods reviewed by the engineering
community with articles accompanied
by supporting data.

Latest industrial & mechanical
engineering applications including
optimization, control and
automation.

eBooks

Featuring mature descriptions and
discussions of IT and engineering
fundamentals, plus recent applications including the trusted Springer
Nature Technical Handbooks.

eBooks include in-depth background
information as well as detailed
descriptions of testing methods.

Springer's Engineering eBook
program is the world’s strongest
and most authoritative especially
in regards process automation,
control and optimization.

Proceedings
and Lecture
Notes in
Computer
Science

Majority of the latest computer
science and engineering applications
are published in proceedings. Time
to publication is very short and
therefore provides the most current
applications.

Proceedings focus on applications
and case studies providing the
broadest range of engineering challenges, test methods and data.

Provides very recent case studies
including challenges encountered
and solutions found. Includes the
world’s largest collection of
proceedings on Industry 4.0.

Databases

SpringerMaterials and Nano:

Materials data is required as a guide
and reference to understanding the
limits of materials being tested and to
suggest key parameters that require
analysis.

Manufacturing and production
often present new materials
engineering challenges. Process
optimization requires access to
trusted materials data.

Products

• Provide critical chemical and
physical parameters of materials
• Help determine the right materials
to be used in new applications
• Rapid access to key data points
and parameters
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How to get access to
the content you need
Flexible business models enable you to get access to the content you
need, maximizing usage and return on investment. With licensing
models from low entry tailored collections to licensing single content
collections, archived content or the entire content database.
Request a trial to see how your organization can benefit from partnering with
Springer Nature. Or ask a representative about the ideal solution for your organization,
department or team today!

For more information, contact us:
Email rd@springernature.com or
go to springernature.com/contactus
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At Springer Nature we advance
discovery within the industry
sector, by connecting the
research and development
community with the most
relevant content. Companies
around the world choose
Springer Nature as a trusted
source that publishes robust
and insightful research that
supports the development of
new areas of knowledge and
our content is relied upon to
increase eﬀectiveness, support
decision making, and accelerate
R&D and innovation.
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